
THE THEORY A8D PHOGRgSS OF THE RECOVER! PROGRAM

I am going to discuss the theory and progress of the recovery pro gras 
adopted three years ago#

t^e prohleiawBs how to bring about a rise in the national income from 
140 billion to above its 1929 level.

There were. tv?o solutions offered.
One was the restoration of confidence, bjjr balancing the budget, retaining 

gold standard, and avoiding reform legislation* It rested on 
faith rather than logic. All these elements were present in 
varying degrees from 19£9 to 1955, It was really based on the 
belief that this depression did not differ fro® others from which 
we recovered without Government aid, but this depression differed 
profoundly from previous ones* What does confidence mean as 
applied to business expenditures? Could be no confidence as 
long as universal excess capacity. Impasse,

Other solution offered and adopted was the absorption of excess capacity
by increasing incomes and dea;nds through Government expenditures. 
Brief statement of the theory of *pump priming**

Developments to date in accord with expectations. On the debit side,
increase in debt of $10*5 billion and little diminution in number 
of wholly unemployed. But debt increased less ($6,5 billion) 
and employment increased more than appears at first sight. On 
the credit side, rise of incomes (*40 to ^60 bxXl^on) pi’oduG'̂  
tioa (58 to S4) * restoration of money supply {*15.2 billion to 
$££.$ billion), growth of Federal revenues ($1*9 billion to $5,9 
billion), and rise in heavy industries and construction.

Orderly development of progrea necessarily took time as liquidation had to
be stopped, demend increased, and long-term interest rates brought 
dowa before it would be profitable to undertake capital expendi
tures.

How approaching crucial phase of movement and there are encouraging signs
that developments will continue to be in accord with expectations.

For the program to be brought to a successful conclusion there must be
increased disbursements of industry and building, and to this end 
mortgage rates must come down. The budget must be balanced through 
increasing revenues. The orderly character of the movement must 
be preserved and we must guard against a boom.
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Introduction!

X Appreciate the opportunity of meeting with such e representative 
group of business end professional men who show by their preeenoe here 
that they ere seriously interested in public questions*

Hy experience in public life Is of rather short duration* My beck* 
ground, X am sure, m s  a good deal like that of many of you* Up until 
the depression, X had given little or no thought to public questions,
X had spent twenty-two years In tfco business of making money, la con
ducting banking and business enterprises in the competitive field* X 
have known what it was to employ thousands of men and X have known what 
It was to operate successfully banking and business enterprises* With 
the coming of the depression, X was required to confront problems which 
were entirely new to me, and as the depression deepened, the serious
ness of these problems dawned upon me* When X was put In the position 
of cutting salaries and wages, and of discharging or laying off faithful 
and old-time employees, X recognised at the seme time that there was 
need for the services of all the men that were laid off because there 
were mllliens of people who needed and wanted the goods and services 
that they were able to provide*

X am not necessarily an altruist* X think X am a realist* X think 
the system of capitalistic democracy Is, of necessity, an individualistic 
system, where there must be competition and self-interest# But at the 
same time, X think It has been brought home to us that our activities and 
our interests are much more closely associated with public Interest than 
we had ever thought they were*

tftd order golvod nrottU* of production!
Conservative estimates are that 20% of plant capacity was unused In 

the peak years of the boom} the lack of a market for more goods was the 
limiting factor$ that is another way of saying that buying power lagged 
behind productive capacity} as the Brookings Institution has pointed out 
In its study, "Income and Sconomlc Progress* (page 37) t

•The consumptive requirements or wants of the people were far from 
satisfied during the period of our highest economic achievement* The 
value of the total national production of goods and services la 1929,
If divided equally among the entire population, would have given to each 
person approximately $665* There were nearly 6 million families with 
incomes less than $1,003) IE million with Incomes under $1,500} over 16 
million with Incomes under $£,000} and over 1§ million, or 71 percent of 
the total, with incomes less than $2,500* A family Income of 
•t 1989 prieta, m  a w r y  noderato one, permitting few of the luxuries
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of life* Hence it was clear that the consumptive requirements, and 
especially the wants, of the masses of the people were far from satis
fied,*

Speaking of what appears to be at least one of the reasons for some 
of our difficulties, the saas report goes on to say*

“As to income distribution and its results, ve found * * * the pro
ceeds of the nation's productive efforts going in disproportionate and 
increasing measure to a snail percentage of the population— in 1929 as 
such as 25 percent of the national income to 1 percent of the people*
We found the unsatisfied wants— needs according to any good social 
standard-— of the &Z percent of all families who are nov below the level 
of 15,000 annual income sufficient to absorb the product of all our 
unused capacity under present conditions of productivity and still de
mand much more from such unexplored potentialities as might thereafter 
be opened up* ffe found the Incomes of the rich going in large pro
portion to savings and these savings strongly augmented by others lot* 
pounded at the source by corporations through the practice of accumu
lating corporate surplus* These savings, after providing for such in
crease of capital goods as could be profitably employed, we found 
spilling over into less fruitful or positively harmful uses, ranging 
from foreign loans (bad as well as good) to the artificial bidding up 
of prices of domestic properties, notably corporate securities*

*Thus, we began to discern the answer to our question whether the 
basic defect in our economic system, not discovered in the technical 
processes of production, is to be found in the way in which we conduct 
the distribution of income* The answer Is affirmatives This is the 
place at which we do find basic maladjustment* *

— 2  —

leos&BUBttlJatoL
If our business-banking leaders will apply to this problem, and to 

the social-economic problems confronting government the same degree of 
vision, courage and enterprise they have applied to their own problem, 
we would have little cause for worry about the future*

The record of opposition by business-banking leadership in the past 
is not enviable; too often they have resisted rather than assisted when
ever remedies have been proposed! organised business-banking groups have 
repeatedly fought remedial legislation that has subsequently been re
cognised as desirable and necessary, such as the Income tax, child labor 
regulation, the Federal Reserve Act, the Interstate Commerce Commission, 
the 3-hour day and numerous other steps In the march of progress*
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P»wBBloa accentuated Ig failure to adjuat to ohtmglng conditions

Host of us wero too prone to believe in the let© •SO1© that we 
were in & New Era, that prosperity would proceed without serious in
terruption* could not foresee the economic chaos which overtook usf 
is it not likely that the disaster would have boen mitigated had we 
faced and solved earlier problems which arose to confound us in the 
depths of the depression?

Is it not probable that if business-banking leadership had ac
cepted end helped shape social-economic legislation which is only 
now being instituted, we would have better cushioned the collapse 
if, indeed, we could not have moderated the speculative extremes to 
which we were carried?

Orthodox rwwdloa f«ilodi
We tried them for more than two years; we citing to the gold 

standard} we tried to balance the budget, yet it steadily grew more 
unbalanced! Federal revenues steadily shrank at the very time when 
the burden thrust on the government became steadily heavier} we had 
the man power* the plant capacity and all the materials of prosperity! 
the processes of production did not collapse* 1 think it has become 
evident to all of us that it was largely the system of distribution 
that broke down; had we followed orthodox advice to curtail public ex
penditure while private expenditure was shrinking, the disease would 
only have been aggravated because that would have further restricted 
the very buying power essential to restoration#

fffttigmfei income* which is the most vital of our statistics, and 
out of which alone it is possible to collect the taxes to balance the 
budget, fell from #85,000,000,000 in 1989 to $153,400,000,000 in 1958, 
according to statistics of the National Industrial Conference Board, 
which in its volume, "Machinery, Employment and Purchasing Power,*
(page 88) computes the income per gainful worker (including unemployed) 
at $795 in 1932, or less than at any Urns since pre-war days# The 
same authority computes# on the basis of the 1899 value of the dollar, 
that in 1932 per capita income for all of our people had fallen to $176, 
the lowest on record since 1899— and their figures do act go back fur
ther than that# It seems to me incontrovertible that restoration of 
national income was the paramount problem to be met, compared to which 
all other problems were secondary# Although current direct estimates 
are not available, it would appear from other evidence that the national
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incoao Is running currently about 60 billions a year, which is about 
half-way back to 1928~1929 levels, and as a result of which, tax 
revenues in 1955, despite nou-payaent of part of the processing taxes, 
rose to 15,857,000,000, a gain of $2,000,000,000 above 1952*

m % m

R»CQTgry would toy b*«a more rapid ted we bwa arooaydi
Odious though comparisons are, I cannot help contrasting our dif

ficulties in the depths of the depression with those of Great Britain#
As one magasine commentator has pointed out, the most reactionary party 
In Great Britain has been more liberal and receptive toward measures of 
government relief and recovery than either of our major partiesj British 
business~banking leadership has, compared to our own, been less resistant 
to social-economic changes and more ready to help shape adaptation to 
changing conditions*

Or, as Professor Beaton of the University of Minnesota puts it in 
his Informative book, *The British lay to Recovery, *

•The British Government had no such load to shoulder 
(as the United States) for many of the problems we are now 
tackling had emerged earlier and had been dealt with in a piece* 
meal fashion during the last hundred and thirty years* Much of 
the Hew Deal was part of Britain’s Old Deal*”
The Foreign Policy Association in its publication, Volume XX, Hum

ber 11, referring to Great Britain’s acute difficulty due to her oppres
sive national debt and high rates of taxation, cites how such had been 
accomplished long age by the British so that their problem of recovery 
was less complicated then ours, despite their huge debt!

•In spite of this vulnerable position, the economic 
life of the nation in the hour of crisis was act brought to tbe 
desperate standstill which confronted President Boosevelt in 1985* 
The lack of any spectacular boom in the 1920* s saved Great Bri
tain from collapses of stock exchange and real estate values such 
as accentuated the American crisis* Heithor the trade depression 
nor the difficulties of the pound shook the centralised British 
banking system* Bconomlc relationships did mot require sudden 
compulsory reform, since the bargaining rights of trade unions 
had long been recognised by both government aad employers, sod 
numerous wage agreements provided for final appeels to government 
arbitration* Foresight In mere normal times had provided widows1 
end old age pensions, unemployment insurance for the majority of 
industrial workers, and a national dole system and local poor re*
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lief for the remainder! all of these constituted a bulwark 
against collapse of purchasing power and emergence of mass 
unrest far stronger than that of private charity or hastily 
organised relief of the United States. The government al
ready possessed considerable regulative powers over industry* 
Railways were supervised under the Railways Act of 1021, 
which reorganised 120 companies Into four great systems*
The poet-war depression in the coal industry had forced a 
licensing system of production for both foreign and domestic 
markets by the Coal Mines Act of 1950* The Electricity Supply 
Act of 1926 had inaugurated the generation of electricity ac
cording to a national 'grid* system under a Central Electrici
ty Board appointed by the Minister of Transport* The Export 
Credits Guarantee Department of the government employed a re
volving credit of 25 million pounds to aid the British exporter 
by guaranteeing the solvency of the overseas buyer in his own 
country up to 75 per cent of his contract* Moreover, Britain's 
unitary system of government and the supremacy of Parliament 
precluded voiding of legislation by the judiciary on the ground 
of unconstitutional!ty or Interference with states1 rights**

Recovery must be continued a M  greserv^li
Much depends upon enlightened business-banking leadership and 

willingness to face public problems with open-mindedness and readi
ness to help find the solutions, much as British conservatism has, 
In Its own Interest and for its own preservation, be prepared mot 
only to accept, but to shape, rather than to resist altogether* 
social-economic modifications and adaptstiona to changed conditions*

Outlook one
Granted enlightened leadership, prepared to face and find 

practicable, workable solutions, particularly solutions for the vital 
problem of distribution, there is every reason for believing that we 
can move on as a nation to a far greater and a more stable, orderly 
economic progress than we have heretofore experienced! we must mot 
be deluded Into supposing that we can move onward by the let-nature- 
takes-its-course attitude prevailing In the post-war years, nor, at 
the other extreme, is there the slightest justification for the 
fatalistic, defeetlst spirit growing out of our late disilluslonments*
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OpportaniUoE for business and

-  6  -

Especially in housingj with vast unused human and material re* 
sources and a poorly housed nation} the opportunities in this field 
alone are a direct challenge to tasiness-banklng leadership as wall 
as a refutation of the nation that we aust always have a Mole* and 
a permanent army of unemployed) stagnation in the building field 
during the depression years has resulted in an enormous shortage} 
millions of our people lack electric lights, modem plumbing and 
other improvements? millions live under conditions of unhealthy over
crowding*

k downward trend of residential construction began 
in this country in 1928 and continued at a steadily accelerating 
pace until 1994} in 1935 it reached the lowest level since the 
end of the World War} for the three years 1932, 1953, and 1984* 
it represented only about 10 per cent of the average of 1926} 
it begsn to rise in 1934, and during the past year has steadily 
Increased, bat it is even now going on only at the rate of about 
20 per cent of the pre-depression figure} variety of computa
tions have been made and published, some of them placing the 
estimated requirements over the next decade up to 14 or 15 
million units* If we put aside what appear to be the more ex
treme estimates, end take those which have the virtue of 
moderation, we find that even if we assume a surplus of 700,000 
dwelling units to have existed at the end of 1929, we now have 
a deficit of not less than 2 million units resulting from the 
discrepancy between the small number of replacements and addi
tions during the depression in relation to an average yearly in
crease of some 470,000 to 500,000 in the number of families} if 
we project the requirements over the next 10 years, say to the 
end of 1945 or the middle of 1946, the total provision of new 
housing called for, in order to take up the accumulated deficit, 
meet the net increase in number of families, and replace, say, 
but 75,000 houses a year that may certainly expect to tarn down, 
or be torn down, or be otherwise withdrawn from use, we shall 
have to average approximately 760*000 new dwelling units per 
year, or a total for the 10 years of more than 7-1/2 million*

What this means in the way of further industrial re
covery and employment can be judged froa the British experience 
of recent years* The relative prosperity that Great Britain has 
enjoyed during a corresponding period of depression ia this 
country has been attributed in the main to the country* s ex
tensive program of small-house construction*
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During the past 5 years the nuaber of houses built 
in England and Wales totaled 1,173,294* The nuaber built in 
the Halted States during the saae period is estiaated at about 
700*000* Had we built at the British rate in proportion to 
our larger population we should hare produced during the same 
6 years 5 times as asny houses as we actually produced, or
5,500,000.

Where are the funds to ooae froa to finance the hoae- 
building that will be required for these three-quarters of a 
Billion or acre houses that we shall need to build each year 
mi the average over the next 10 yearst The answer is that the 
funds are to ooae in the aaln froa the banks* unless the banks 
are to relinquish to other agencies a large proportion of the 
savings now held by the banks* Xt would appear that at the pre
sent tiae the national banks* the State aeaber banks of the 
federal Reserve System, and the non-aeaber insured banks have 
the authority* under existing Xaw* to aake real estato loans up 
to a total of approximately #9*100*000*000* Their outstanding 
loans on real estate are approximately #5*500*000*000* Thus 
there is legally available froa this source an additional 
#5*800*000*000*

In addition it is estiaated that life insurance com
panies and mutual savings banks hold something like 4 billion 
dollars in oash or Bhited States Government securities over and 
above the proportion of their total assets held in these forms 
from 1925 to 1951# From this it msy be estimated that* if the 
portfolios of these institutions were to return to mere normal 
distributions* they would be able to absorb with their present 
resources* given appropriate oondltoas* something like #£*900*000*000 
of non-farm mortgages* in additional #100*000*000 may be estimated 
to be currently available in the idle funds of building and loan 
associations* This might be increased to soaa #400,000*000 if the 
potential borrowing power of these associations were availed of 
through aeabership in the Federal Home Loan Bank System*

X*etfs have world trade* but let's have a bigger aarket at hoaa* 
which can be developed by solving the distributional problem as ex* 
amplified by various studies of income* all refloating the concentra
tion of individual and corporate income in relatively few hands*
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necessary not only to balance the budget end to 
pay down the depression-incurred debt as recovery proceeds* but 
to prevent accumulations of idle funds from spilling over again* 
as they did in the late t80,s* into speculative excessesi hence 
the principle of taxing corporate surplus that is diverted into 
speculative and unproductive channels deserves to be seriously 
considered by business leadership! this is an integral part of 
the aechanlsa necessary to produce a acre orderly economic pro
gress in the future* in conjunction with banking and aonetary 
policies*

• 8 •

Conolusloni
Broadly speaking, the effect of government intervention on 

a comprehensive scale in the past three years has been to meet the 
problem of distribution so that production could be revived} that 
intervention served to stop the process of forced liquidation 
censed by deflation, to restore purchasing power, to replenish 
bank deposits, and to bring down long-term interest rates in order 
to encourage and make profitable the use of capital for new enter
prise and to adjust, through refunding, a substantial portion of 
the existing debt structure on a supportable basis} national Income 
has been restored by some SO per cent} industry and finance have been 
enabled to improve greatly their position through increased earnings, 
adjustment end reduction of debts and refunding on more favorable 
terms} favorable long-term interest rates are available for fi
nancing in practically every Held} rents have risen, hence reel 
estate values have increased} the index of commodity prices has re- 
M i M d  steady for sore tima * yoor, Bffl..c,o«. S£. MtjSm&tAfift 
been emsll compared with restored values* the point has been reached 
where the budget can be balanced, with increasing taxes, out of re* 
stored incomes, and the outlook is altogether very encouraging.

It remains for business and banking leadership to take full ad
vantage of the opportunities that the restoration has once more pre
sented to private initiative} as rapidly as private enterprise takes 
over the task, government can withdraw from the picture} locking 
ahead, the fundamental problem which bankers and business men most, 
in their d m  interest, solve is the problem of distribution} it will 
be solved by the same spirit, ingenuity and courage that triumphed 
over the problems of pioneer days, that demonstrated to the world the 
potentialities of the country’s productive genius* . These great po
tentialities of raising the standards of living of all of our people 
to steadily greater heights con be fully realised only when our busi- 
ness-banking leaders face fairly and squarely the problem of distribu^ 
tion— which, it seems to me, Is the great challenge to the modem 
world*
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